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Introduction 

Bonk of America is developing the Bonk Teller bot: a revolutionary new tool for token communities to 
reward engagement and incentivize user retention in several never-before-done ways. 

The Bonk Teller, which lives in Telegram but has access to Twitter and blockchain data as well, is 
designed to boost engagement by automatically rewarding members for participation in various 
activities including raiding, playing games, buying & holding, providing liquidity, and even simply 
maintaining positive sentiment. This innovative bot integrates seamlessly with Telegram groups, 
enabling communities to incentivize engagement through a dynamic rewards system. 

Key Features: 

1. Automated and Manual Rewards: The bot uses a combination of timed rewards, AI-managed 
rewards, and manual capabilities (such as "/reward") to distribute native tokens to users for a 
wide range of engagement activities. 

2. Easy Setup: Users simply provide the bot with their wallet address and Twitter username(s) to 
open a ‘Bonk Account.’ This links their Telegram, Twitter, and wallet activity, allowing for a very 
robust reward system. Bot Admins don’t even need users’ wallet addresses to send rewards. 
Developers can add their communities just as easily as they add Chatter Shield and Rose bots. 

3. Scalability: Our systems are highly scalable as we increase in partners and users. Thanks to its 
sophisticated management of user information, users will only have to create a Bonk Account 
once to seamlessly be rewarded across all communities in which the Bonk Teller is utilized.  

Early Access Modules: 

1. Raid Bot: Instantly rewards users for successful group raids with the group's native token, 
including bonuses for raid streaks and high-quality comments as judged by AI. 

2. AI Game Bot: Hosts competitions and games with rules agreed upon by developers. Winners 
are rewarded, with the AI designed to have a slight edge. 

3. Reward Buy & Holds: Tracks community members' token holdings, rewarding users for 
holding tokens for a specified duration. 

4. Reward LP Providers: Incentivizes users to add liquidity to pools by rewarding them for 
maintaining their contribution for a set period. 



 

   

 

 

Benefits and Incentives: 

 Engagement and Retention: The bot fosters community engagement and encourages 
members to remain active and invested. 

 Bounties for Contributions: Significant rewards are available for users who undertake major 
tasks, such as developing advanced websites or creating professional graphics. 

 Free for Communities: The bot is offered at no cost, providing communities with a valuable 
tool to enhance engagement and loyalty. 

 $BONKFA Rewards Card: Holding $BONKFA tokens entitles users to a rewards multiplier, 
increasing the value of rewards across all communities that use the bot. Tiers range from 
Bronze (1x) to Black (2.5x), incentivizing long-term holding and active participation. For a 
limited time, Pink Cards provided stacked benefits (+0.25x) to LP providers of 1 SOL or more. 

Success and Early Beta Adoption: 

Since its launch, the Bonk Teller Telegram Bot has seen remarkable retention rates among Black Card 
holders (as of Day 15, 30 of 35 BONKA Black Card members still hold their BBC – that’s over 80%, 
retention among our biggest holders). This indicates strong community support and satisfaction as to 
our pace of development. This tool represents a unique opportunity for developers and community 
leaders to drive engagement, reward loyalty, and foster a vibrant ecosystem. Developers are seeing 
and feeling this, so there is absolutely no shortage of interested partner communities. 

We are rolling out in beta during March 2024, beginning with pilot partners Tholana and Bonk Crash. 

TL;DR 

The Bonk Teller Telegram Bot is not just a giveaway tool but rather a game-changer for developers 
who are in Day 2, Week 2, or Month 2 and are desperate for ways to keep momentum and sentiment 
strong as well as bring attention back to the project instead of chart movements. By creating a system 
where the tokenomics simply work for all stakeholders – community partners, token holders, and 
$BONKFA holders alike. We know that we’ve hit on a gold mine of an idea, so beta testing and 
preparation for the grand rollout are progressing as rapidly as possible. 
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